The Digital in EDUC - our vision

IT INFRASTRUCTURES FOR THE STUDENT LIFECYCLE
- Common Course Catalogue
- EDUC Certificate
- European Student Card
- Digital transfer of all documents

WHAT EDUC OFFERS IN THE FUTURE:
- Microcredentials
- Internationalisation at home through virtual exchange scenarios and online courses
- Language courses or language e-tandems
- (Research) internships
- Workshops to spark the entrepreneurial spirit
- (Research oriented) short-intensive mobility programmes
- Erasmus mobility
- Retreat for PhD students

Development of a digitalisation strategy and change management at alliance and university level

CONNECTING RESEARCH, TEACHING AND INNOVATION
- Visualisation tool: Internationalization.App
- Networking tool: Open UP

FOR-EU I + II

THE EUROPEAN STUDENT CARD

Digital in EDUC - our vision

HABING THE "D" IN OUR ALLIANCE NAME, DIGITALISATION IS THE HEART, BRAIN AND LIMBS OF EDUC

CONNECTING (INTER-) NATIONALLY

Building digital skills among students, academics, staff & lifelong learners

- Competence and skills:
  - Digital literacy
  - Awareness raising, inclusion and empowerment
  - Skills for the digital world of study and work
  - Digital scholarship e.g. digital humanities
  - Digital support and mentoring

Example 1: Teachers: How to incorporate Open Science into teaching?
- Example 2: Students: How do I prepare for a (research) internship?
- Example 3: Researchers: How to implement Open Science practices in your own research?

FOR-EU I + II

SEE YOU IN THE FUTURE!

CONNECTING RESEARCH, TEACHING AND INNOVATION
- Mapping Research Infrastructures
- Networking tool: Open UP
- Visualisation tool: Internationalization.App